
From: Gary S. Gevisser  

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2008 12:20 PM PT 

To: Devin Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; 
Augusto Benito Vargis; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; Paul 

Robinson; Stedman; drudge@drudgereport.com; Sternshow@howardstern.com; 

Tefo Mohapi; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of 

Broadcasters; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; The Cow - BIG BEN 

aka The IT's writer; Dr. Laura Family 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; editors@jpost.com; 

editor@shanghaidaily.com; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention 

Bruce@capitalpartnersusa.com; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; 

Randall Kaplan. co-founder of AKAMAI with Daniel Lewin - 911 victim - Member of 

Sayeret Matkal - Elite Israeli Special Forces unit; fyang1@binghamton.edu; 
ymags@jpost.com; Enid Enga Pigors - Office of the Chairman & CEO of Coca Cola; 

Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp 

Venture Corporation fronting corporation; Gemma Dempsey -- PBS Producer of The 

Treatment hosted by Elvis Mitchell; Emily.Holland@theIRC.org; Ernest Patrikis Esq. 

- General Counsel AIG; Gretchen Steidle Wallace, Founder & President - Global 
Grassroots; Fred D’Ambrosi – News Director KFMB TV – CBS; Vicky Schiff - co-

Managing Director of Wetherly Capital Group; BelgiumOffice@ebrd.com; 

Oreilly@foxnews.com; Bob Kjar – US Air Force – Squash buddy of “Station 

Manager” Air America CIA - bob@kjar.org; US Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The 

Devil Came On Horseback; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; Dr. 
Ruth; Ms Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka - South Africa’s Deputy President; Whitman 

Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Eliot Spitzer - Former Governor of New 

York State - Former Attorney General of New York State - Linked to Prostitution 

Ring ; Michael Strauss Esq. - International Monetary Fund; martin.wolf@ft.com; 

Brigitte Sylvia Mabandla - South Africa Minister of Justice; calev@jpost.com; 

Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney General; ymelman@haaretz.co.il; 
Sternshow@howardstern.com; Rush Limbaugh; Allie Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; 

Charles Ferguson - Producer-Director-Writer No End In Sight; Sargent Amanda 

Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Andre Eggelletion; 60m@cbsnews.com; 

A_astrachan@onyxpartners.com; Andes Abril - US Holocaust Memorial Museum 

Mid-Atlantic Regional Director; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; 
Roger Hedgecock - Recovering Lawyer; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of 

King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review 

Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of 

Chase Manhattan Bank; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Merle "Mindless" Tucker - 

mother of Adam Tucker; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed 
Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; Mossad; 

South China Morning Post; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: DR LAURA OUT OF BUSINESS - What do you think of me sending this to 

every ceo that I can reach? 

 
Interesting that only Adam Tucker, now self designated “Investor Relations” for 

justIIIants.com was the only person in the “To” section responding to this very 

important news item about China’s energy needs, once again newsworthy that I 
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first picked up on Drudge Report last evening as I was shutting down the computer 

prior to leaving for the awesome meal and time spent over at Il Forniao located in 

the Del Mar Plaza in downtown Del Mar, not quite kitty-corner across from the De 
Beers-Anglo American Cartel’s two diamond-wholesale-retail money laundering 

operations that establish the price of rents and therefore the value of the real 

estate and in making their presence so very visible let everyone in the world who 

can think know they have bought and paid for each and every elected and non-

elected government official including all the world’s Presidents as well as those 
running public corporations, all the way down to the local city councils. 

 

Not to mention my wild hairdo French-Canadian wife, Marie Dion Gevisser 

 
wore out for the first time her one just above the knee kilt that immediately upon 

entering Il Forniao caught the attention of a Scottish man who has been living in 

Del Mar for the past 20 years, and of course came over to our table, and so we 

have now at least one more email address. 

 
To mention little of this very charming gentleman who came across so very genuine 

has a “nuts and bolts” website that he maintains spells out everything we need to 

know about him and his education business, although it may not contain reference 

to why he nearly ended up living in Botswana. 

 

To mention in passing that while walkin-talkin-work-of-art MDG had some concerns 
about going out in “fall colors” when it is spring, she concluded her “venting” – 
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remember well put together women just feel the need to “air” and most off all need 

space away from needy men who have this additional annoying need to give these 

most excellent problem solvers their waste of time testosterone filled solutions - by 
reminding herself that she was wearing spring underwear. 

 

And let me simply say as you all now think more about the expression, “Emperor 

without clothes” that applies more than ever to the US Senate now on its last legs, 

that while I have seen this underwear before, now some 10 hours later I still can’t 
get out of my mind how extraordinarily sexy it looked on her as this clothes horse 

of clothes horses, most beautiful bodied woman, still very possibly in the entire 

world, ever so slowly at first, disrobed last evening, after again one most awesome 

specially prepared vegetarian dinner – fresh artichoke centered around spaghetti - 

 by Alfonso, Il Forniao’s one most awesome roaming master chef, who in addition to 

overseeing both the regular and seasonal menu of Il Forniao, also prepared during 
his more than 14 hour shift, a unique menu for a group of 16. 

 

And to top it off - as we all think more of food hoarding and rationing increasingly 

going on here in the United States - along with the great bottle of wine Ulysses the 

General Manager personally brought over to our table, was this sponge-like dessert, 
so light one could easily have consumed another without feeling one was adding 

calories, that together with this out-of-this-world sauce with Alfonso providing the 

details of how it was all so delicately prepared, had him well deserving a big hug 

and kiss from Marie who also now can enjoy for lunch the leftovers, that of course 

most mindless and emotionless who are not all fatsos would have devoured and 
then “sum” [sic] without in any one mouthful paying the slightest attention to all 

the delicious flavors that only a master chef can bring out of the freshest of fresh 

vegetables which again to those animal pulse eaters it is really hard to digest. 

 

Now without talking much about toilets please give thought to Adam L. Tucker’s 

mindless mother when reading once again this heavily 66 word broadcasted 
communiqué I sent her back on November 1st of last year that included a personal 

message from MDG to her “playing college” student daughter. 

 

Not to mention in my following up communiqué to President Bush I will most likely 

begin by explaining why it is that US Americans, most of all, have such great 
difficulty “making the connections” such as why Japan that has been under the 

command and control of the US out-of-control military-industrial-complex from 

prior to Japan invading Korea and China well prior to Japan’s so “contrived” attack 

on Pearl Harbor, has made “peace” with the United States but the United States’ 

out-of-control military-industrial-complex has yet to give our stooges in Japan the 
“green light” to even apologize to the so non-aggressive Chinese people who 

produce for companies like Nikon some of the very best binoculars which I happen 

to own. 

 

To mention little of how I could help President George W. Bush bring about world 
peace in less than 24 hours, explaining first of all that the poor of the world know 

everything there is to know about sharing and how very good it makes them feel, 

and so very productive at the same time versus those stingy who get that way 
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because they know perfectly well their wealth is all ill-gotten and are so afraid to let 

go given how they are nothing but “Emperors without Clothes” once their 

worthless-fictitious DeBeers-Dollars cannot afford them even a pot to pee in. 
 

To mention in passing this is all now going to be so very easy as the world, not only 

elitists, understand perfectly well my announcing last evening the critical 

importance of not only the “$ hit list” [sic] on just3ants.com but the 

accommodation that was reached by the DAAC and the Mossad following David Ben 
Gurion helped greatly by Afrikaner Field Marshall Jan Smuts getting their arms 

around the DAAC’s pivotal role in not only the extermination of some 6 million 

Jewish people, but the DAAC believing along with their corrupted United States and 

British Governments that people like Ben Gurion and Menachem Begin wouldn’t 

survive more than a handful of hours following the official start of Israel’s War of 

Independence on May 14th, 1948. 
 

Don’t you just love looking in the mirror right this moment and thinking about all 

the teachers and professors reading this communication at the same time as you 

all, many of them never before even hearing my name mentioned, unless of course 

teachers like Lars Trupe of Torrey Pines High School have been working overtime 
trying to explain why he was so confident to place me on the “banned list”. 

 

So now that we are all well on the road to peace even if President Bush fails to 

immediately suspend the trading of shares in public corporations thereby protecting 

the innocent and naïve from throwing good money after bad, all that remains is 
how to deal with the most important quilt that comes from unappreciative, good-

for-nothing lazy offspring; such guilt disappearing altogether when confronting 

one’s offspring with the truth and they choose very carefully, so selectively in siding 

with the person who buys them off with money that only serves to satisfy the quick 

impulsive needs such as sex with a stranger that contains no head trips because 

there is no history and when that gets old and boring to then move on to the next 
victim; hence the high not only divorce rate in the western money me cultured 

without any taste world, but all those who are married either having affairs or 

thinking seriously about it, so long as they don’t get caught and if they do to have 

enough stashed away for a rainy day. 

 
Yes, nothing would make me feel better this day than putting Dr. Laura out of 

business and to have her concentrate on getting her one child now in the US Army 

to explain the importance of the economic draft for the survival and maintenance of 

his Trust-Hush-Fund. 

 
You should all recall me mentioning this past Monday in this 2667 odd word “You 

are hurting my brain” email to Adam L. Tucker about yachtsmen mostly likely the 

strongest, the most agile and most of all, the most team oriented sports people in 

the world without knowing that Ulysses spent 17 years prior to joining Il Forniao, 

first as an Assistant Manager, at the highest levels of yachting where he 
participated in events such as The America’s Cup and decided some 8 or so years 

ago after first breaking his back followed by 3 knee surgeries that before his next 

injury he should find a profession less taxing on the body. 
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Despite Ulysses large size one can see as he moves quickly and agilely around the 

restaurant why he commands the respect of all his employees who of course give 
110% performance when he, so very smooth and of course taking no bs, is around. 

 

Not to mention as things quieted down and Il Forniao began to close, both Ulysses 

and Alfonso 

 
who got to enjoy the tail end of the most excellent bottle of wine - only one bottle 

of Ulysses private stash still remaining - spent both quiet and meaningful time 

together with us where we heard their most interesting life stories which in the case 

of Ulysses began in 1913 when his great grandfather who had a very successful 
pasta factory in Italy gambled it all away on, I believe it was, a Saturday evening 

resulting in the grandfather soon after committing suicide which didn’t prevent 

Ulysses from learning everything there was to know about the pasta business 

including marketing and sales before deciding when just 21 years of age - he will be 

43 in July - to quit it all and take up rowing which he excelled in before joining the 
best of the world’s best competitive sailors in races like the America’s Cup. 

 

To mention little of next America’s Cup will once again be in Valencia, 



 
Spain and this time should we be around, and of course that includes Sebastian 
Capella to help organize us a spot on the Port of Valencia’s brand new yacht, and 

better yet it would be great if we are all “fighting fit” as MDG and I are pretty much 

there despite our craving but only for a little dessert since it loses its taste after the 

first couple of bites especially when you should always be thinking of how to 

improve the plight of the poor who are only poor because of few, relatively 
speaking, rapacious individuals such as The IT and Co., and why for starters before 

anyone takes on President George W. Bush they should remember there is good 

reason why he is so strong and fit as opposed to the rest of the succulent 

politicians-priests-rabbis-mullahs, enough for me to vomit but unlikely since I also 

know better than to “pig out”. 
 

The photo below 



 
of me and Marie was taken yesterday by a Mexican gentleman on an executive 
training course at the Del Mar Race Track just as the sun was setting in yet another 

remarkably beautiful sunset 

 

I will now share with you all this not exactly short “thank you note” I will be soon 

be placing in the mail to a lady still married to a retired Colonel in the U.S. Air Force 
who loaned me the book, The Churchill Years 1874-1965 after I first spent more 

than a hour with her husband now suffering from dementia: 

 
Dear Pat, 
 
The Churchill years 1874-1965 came into my life at the right time, although there is 
never a wrong time when one’s goal is constantly one of searching for truth. 
 
Suffice to say one colored photo showing Churchill standing on board a yacht belonging 
to Aristotle Onassis wasn’t simply “out of place” but the fact that there was nothing noted 
is noteworthy. 
 
It is not what is said but what is not said that mostly counts. 
 
Perhaps, long before I take my last breath and hopefully not return no longer needing 
lungs – The Fish Rots From The Head Down - I will complete my book, THE HISTORY 
OF MONEY CREATION AND ITS FUTURE!, that may very well contain reference of this 
“out of place” photo given how Churchill - while old and not quite on top of his game as 
he was when escaping from a Boer prisoner of war camp during the Anglo Boer War of 
1899-1902 which I consider the most important conflict in modern day history as the 
world turned so very ugly away, most of all from the “fine art” of oil paintings in favor, so 



very quickly, of “modern art monies” where those simply handed monies by the world’s 
military dictators dictated everything, including the value of easily reproducible modern 
art paintings -  was surely aware of Onassis’ “background” that began and ended with 
this DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel “dark” shipper who wore his chicanery on his 
lapels, shipping drugs as well as armaments. 
 
In my mind it was not that important what Churchill was thinking when being 
photographed on the yacht looking like it was docked, but more so those shooting, 
editing and publishing this very interesting and photo filled book, that in my opinion no 
household interested in the search for the truth should be without. 
 
Thank you again for sharing it with me. 
 
Gary 

 

Not to forget those in the blind copied section who aren’t always vocal and nor are 

they all always “deafeningly silent” on the important issues of the day. 

 

To mention little of the evening I first met with Pat’s husband, he shared with me 
his extraordinary life story including borrowing without asking permission and not 

returning; i.e. stealing this plaque that I first mentioned back on March 27th in this 

heavily broadcasted missive to Scarlett, right off the door of his bedroom during the 

Battle of Briton. 

 
Such photo along with a handful others included along with the nicest card, in this 

well drawn and interesting envelope.  
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Don’t you all just love how easy it is to keep a chronology of everything that most 
of all stops all the nonsense phone conversation “chit chats”? 

 

Now go back and think more about not only what the Chinese government are 

thinking about their pending coal shortage but what they as well as the Mossad 

know about the Mossad’s “co-oper-tition” with the DAAC, the counterfeiters of 
counterfeiters who have been in command and control of each one of the world’s 

central banks beginning with the US Federal Reserve since its formation in 1913, 

one year prior to the outbreak of the first oil war. 

 

And instead of being “philosophically wordy” like Adam L. Tucker to translate the 
Knowledge-Information-Light I am sharing with you all for free, in to simple math 

beginning with how China can afford to pay for its coal as well as oil needs were it 

to revalue its currency to a level welcomed by all its trading partners with the 

exception of the United States who mostly needs oil to fuel all the cars on the 

freeways, highways and roads versus the Chinese who fuel the world’s economies 
by producing the goods its trading partners want and who also know today China is 

the world’s only super military power, a fact of life perfectly understood by the 

Mossad who don’t employ at their highest levels ignoramus; moreover smart 

enough when producing that Military Report of all time only available for public 

viewing on just3ants.com to not only include China but place The Peoples Republic 

of China at the very start of this most ingenious military report of all time. 
 

Ps – Would someone please do me the favor of calling Adam L. Tucker on his cell 

phone USA 1-858-442-2858 and tell him to read an email I sent him the other day 

about “bugging me” given how I know “sumthing” [sic] about setting my own 

priorities, let alone thinking himself so smart that he should waste my time having 
to read his latest dribble when he could have used that time so much more wisely 

to continue his so interesting dialogue with Devin Standard: 
 

From: Adam L Tucker 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2008 11:01 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: I'm going for a walk...Will bring my cell 
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Lets get the video up today 

  

Isn’t it amazing how folks who don’t compete at the highest levels of team 
competition simply have no clue about when to “go for the jugular”? 

 

Sidebar to President Bush: I assume you have now received from Defense-

Offense Secretary Robert Gates a full briefing of the 1997 extraordinary military 

breach by the most senior United States civilian and military officials when a 
Chinese warship entered the port of San Diego without the US Admiral in charge 

being informed by the Pentagon; and of course you still recall in 1994 former 

veteran CIA top official Robert Gates advocating a preemptive military strike on 

North Korea while fully aware of the fact that what stopped US Forces during the 

Korean War at the 37th Parallel was the extraordinary superior and overwhelming 

military might of Mao Tse Tung’s totally volunteer military who made total 
mincemeat of poorly trained and commandeered Allied Forces who were mainly 

American. 

 

May I suggest further in order to make a better understanding of my forthcoming 

Part VII communiqué that you have Mr. Gates, assuming he hasn’t already 
resigned, explain why he cannot just like the DAAC and the Mossad who never pay 

for anything unless setting up a spy-traitor, pay our so very poorly paid United 

States service people only serving to prop up the Trust-Hush-Funds of the filthy 

lazy rich who simply don’t want to work for a living, whatever they think is a fair 

enough compensation to prevent them from “turning”. 
 

[Word count 2974] 
 

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2008 10:05 PM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: What do you think of me sending this to every ceo that I can reach? 
 

A line is being drawn between socio-economic classes; a position must be taken to 
secure a record of action. Inaction will invariably reflect culpability. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Adam L. Tucker 
Investor Relations 

just3ants.com 
 

From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2008 8:03 PM 

To: 'Adam L Tucker'; 'Devin Standard'; 'Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & 

Cornell University'; Augusto Benito Vargis; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University 

Law School; Paul Robinson; Stedman; drudge@drudgereport.com; 

Sternshow@howardstern.com; Tefo Mohapi; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Valerie Schulte 
Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-
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Rich Clinton 

Cc: rest; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Bruce 

(bruce@capitalpartnersusa.com); Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; 
Randall Kaplan. co-founder of AKAMAI with Daniel Lewin - 911 victim - Member of 

Sayeret Matkal - Elite Israeli Special Forces unit; 'fyang1@binghamton.edu'; 

ymags@jpost.com; ymelman@haaretz.co.il; 60m@cbsnews.com; A_Astrachan 

(a_astrachan@onyxpartners.com); Andes Abril - US Holocaust Memorial Museum 

Mid-Atlantic Regional Director; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; 
Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington 

DC.; Mossad; Roger Hedgecock - Recovering Lawyer; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom 

buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and 

Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - 

Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com 

Subject: What do you men think of this report - China down to 12 days 
worth of coal? 

 

http://www.news.com.au/business/story/0,23636,23586655-31037,00.html 
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